LATINO AFFAIRS DIVISION[433]
[Created within the Human Rights Department[421] by Iowa Code sections 601K.11 to 601K.17]
[Renamed Division of Latino Affairs by 1990 Iowa Acts, chapter 1180, section 2]
[Prior to 12/7/94, Spanish-Speaking People Division [433]]

CHAPTER 1
ORGANIZATION

1.1(216A) Function
1.2(216A) Organization
1.3(216A) Commission of Latino affairs

CHAPTER 2
QUALIFICATION OF LANGUAGE INTERPRETERS

2.1(216A) Definitions
2.2(216A) Purpose
2.3(216A) Statewide roster of qualified interpreters
2.4(216A) Criminal background check
2.5(216A) Approved training agency
2.6(216A) Approved proficiency language test
2.7(216A) QGI eligibility; qualified general interpreter training program
2.8(216A) QSI qualifications; qualified specialized interpreter training program
2.9(216A) Continuing education requirements
2.10(216A) Experience-based or out-of-state interpreter transferability
2.11(216A) Certified oral language court interpreters
2.12 Reserved
2.13(216A) Disciplinary actions
2.14(216A) Ethics and code of professional conduct for interpreters

CHAPTER 3
PETITIONS FOR RULE MAKING

3.1(17A) Adoption by reference

CHAPTER 4
AGENCY PROCEDURE FOR RULE MAKING

4.1(17A) Adoption by reference

CHAPTER 5
DECLARATORY ORDERS

5.1(17A) Adoption by reference

CHAPTER 6
PUBLIC RECORDS AND FAIR INFORMATION PRACTICES
(Uniform Rules)

6.1(22) Adoption by reference
6.2(22) Custodian of records

CHAPTER 7
CONTESTED CASES

7.1(17A) Adoption by reference